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This article presents a method for the creation of a topological map without having to
previously create a geometric map. Independently obtained topological paths are compared
pairwise to search for possible overlap in the view sequence. Each individual topological
path is created from a sequence of raw data views that are sampled by leading the robot
along a path in the environment. The multiple topological paths are ’stitched together’ into a
generic Topological map by identifying overlapping segments in the individual sequences.
A general topological map can be created by considering all the multiple sequences or
separate runs through the environment. Results on the merger of upto 8 seperate paths
indicate that this method of mapping large environments, by selective touring through the
environment, can generate robust topological maps.
Keywords: topological localisation, map merging.

1. Introduction
The merging of smaller maps to create larger maps is a relevant topic in map
building for Robot Navigation. There are various reasons why it might required
to merge two or more smaller maps. One recent application of map merging techniques has been to integrate individual maps from cooperating robots. 1 The use of
topological information to robustly merge maps is reported in a number of other
recent works in the literature.
Within Geometric maps, Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) algorithms and their variants maintain the relation between features through the use
of the relative positions and error correlation matrices. 2 SLAM is well suited to
the process of incrementally mapping the environment. An extension of the map
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is performed by adding the position of new features and updating the error matrices with respect to the existing features (the existing map). The merger of two
separate maps or sections is a difficult problem and is often referred to as the loop
closure problem. In the case of SLAM, loop closure involves the conciliation of
the position and error matrices for the maps/separate sections whilst simultaneously associating features from one of the maps/sections with the other.
The problem is difficult to solve since the position is not accurately known and
other means, image features in the case of, 3 must be used to decide where merging
will occur and where only position update of features in each map is performed.
Once the position at which the maps must be merged is established, methods such
as4 can be used to locally search for and optimise the transformation that best ’fits’
one map into another.
The similarity between places can be usually established by comparing
changes in the sensor data over a short path. A similarity term might be used
to split regions in the environment. For example in, 5 Schmidt et al. use the ’width’
or smaller dimension of the environment, as measured using ultrasound sensors
as the robot moves, to verify the similarity of places in the environment. In 6 the
Fourier components that make up Omni-directional images are compared for an
evaluation of similarity. Ho and Newman 7 and Posner, Schroeter and Newman 8
aim to use place similarity measures to improve the robustness of loop-closure and
map merging algorithms that originally use geometric information. A recent article by Zivkovic et al 9 also attempts to cluster views by comparing near-by scenes
to define places in the environment. In, 10 Thomas and Donikian hypothesise a hierarchical set of [topological] representations that represent the environment using
similarity of places. The developers of these methods claim that such labeling of
(similar-looking) places is in line with the spatial concepts that humans employ.
In11 a geometric map is broken up into a number of smaller, ’more unique’,
environment layouts such as junctions and door openings and then strung back
together in the form of a Dirichlet process. The method dwells on the problem of
estimating the likelihood of previously unseen environment layouts and builds the
prior probabilities of the different environment layouts.
Hierarchical representations of the environment have been used in the literature since the introduction of the Spatial Semantic Hierarchy, SSH, by Kuipers. 12
These methods seek to identify previously visited places within a topological representation. For example, in, 13 an extension of the SSH architecture, Kuipers and
Beeson seek to merge topological information by testing out the merging hypothesis. The environment is actually sensed using very imprecise sensors and is subsequently abstracted in terms of corners and junctions. The hypothesis for merging
is evaluated by actually moving the robot around the environment such that loop
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closure can be verified.
The selection of ’good’ places at which the maps can be merged is an important problem that must be solved before merging can occur. In approaches such
as the Semantic Hierarchy, 14 and again in, 15 a pre-defined set of indoor environmental characteristics such as junctions, doors and corners are utilised as possible
candidates for merging sections of the map given the reliability with which these
places can be detected.

B

A
Fig. 1: The robot is led through the environment on the Environment Familiarisation run, top. The 3D point clouds must be registered in the environment, bottom.

In previous work, we have presented a method for representing a topological
path using a sequence of raw data, 16 The Environment Familiarisation process results in the creation of a sequence of views referred to as the Reference Sequence.
Let us suppose that the robot is led down two distinct paths within the environment, repeatedly sampling data using its sensors (laser range finder and cameras).
Now, the robot has two sequences of views within which it can concurrently localise itself. To know its global position, the robot must decide along which path
it is located and then localise itself within that path.
This article presents a method that can maintain a global estimate of the
robot position by successively locating the robot along multiple paths. Using this
method, the robot performs place recognition independently and simultaneously
along each path. The complete environment within which the robot operates can
be taken to be composed of multiple paths.
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Two issues must be solved in order to obtain this topological map:
• a procedure to maintain a consistent probability distribution across multiple paths must be developed, and,
• a procedure for merging paths with a metric or measure that indicates the
similarity between individual paths must be specified.
In the next section, a brief review of the procedure used to create topological
representations of each path is presented. In section 3, a procedure to simultaneously localise the robot within multiple sequences is presented. In section 4, an
algorithm is presented to merge segments of data sequences into a generalised
topological map. Experiments and results of merging topological paths are presented in section 5.
2. Place recognition along a Single Sequence of Views
During an environment familiarisation phase, depicted at top in Fig. 1, the robot
samples the environment according to a sampling plan, collecting features using its various sensors. A repetition of the sequence of motion performed during
the place recognition will propel the robot along the original path, i.e. the graph
depicted in Fig. 2. Any action other than the one taken during the environment
familiarisation phase might result in the robot acquiring a previously unseen view.
To accommodate these possible views, the graph that denotes any subsequent
run includes some additional states, the Lost_P laces as seen in Fig. 3. These
Lost_P laces, a total of K in all, represent insertions in the original Reference
Sequence. Each Lost_P lace therefore takes into account the fact that the robot
might be seeing views that were not seen in the environment familiarisation phase.

P0

P

i-1

P

i

Pi + 1

Pi + 2

PK - 1

Fig. 2: This figure models the ’K’ Reference Sequence as a Markov Chain according to
the order in which they were sampled during the environment familiarisation phase.

The sequence begins with P Lost_0 which indicates the robot is completely lost
or has never localised. Also, before every original place P i there is a PLost_i . By
moving forward from a lost place , the robot can transition from P Lost_i to any
node Pk where k > i. Similarly, from P i the robot can transition to P k : k > i or
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to PLost_i+1 . The graph does not allow a one-step transition from any P Lost_i to
another PLost_j .
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Fig. 3: During subsequent runs, ’Lost_P laces’ are inserted within the original Reference
Sequence. The dotted lines indicate the transitions to each of the Places in the original
Reference Sequence which have not been drawn to avoid cluttering the figure.

The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and the Viterbi algorithm, is utilised to
match the current sequence of views with the sequence of views previously obtained during the environment familiarisation phase. A simple robot motion model
generates a distribution that provides a non-zero probability of transitioning to the
places further down the sequence. Details of transition probabilities can be found
in.17
In the absence of any better information the observation probability at any
Lost_P lace is arbitrarily defined as an Uniform distribution over the K original
views.
The observation model of the HMM is based on matching the view currently
captured by the robot sensors with views gathered during the environment familiarisation phase. The features from the views in the Reference Sequence are
converted into binary form as described in 16 and are represented within a Feature
Incidence Matrix (FIM). Due to the large dimensionality of the FIM, it is modelled as a Bernoulli Mixture Model (BMM). These parameters of the BMM are
obtained by running the Expectation Maximisation(EM) algorithm. The Maximum
Likelihood Estimation approach is used to obtain the lost match for the current observation.
3. Simultaneously localisation in Multiple Topological Paths
When more than the one Reference Sequence is available for the robot to localise
itself against, the global place recognition probability distribution can be represented as a combination of two independent probability distributions (1).

P (ks , s|V obs ) =

P (s) ∗ P (ks |V obs , s)
constant

(1)
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Fig. 4: A schematic for the comparison with multiple paths.
This evaluation of the position of the robot in the entire environment is depicted in Fig. 4. This method is proposed based on the corollary proposed by
Montemerlo 18 which notes that the sensor observations are conditionally independent on the robot path.
The second term in the numerator in the right-hand-side of (1), is the probability of the place or sequence of places that most likely generated the current views,
as summarised in section 2.
The first term in the numerator on the right side of (1) refers to the probability
P (s), of the robot being within a Reference Sequence, s. We have developed a
measure that reflects the marginal probability, P s of the robot being within each
Reference Sequence. This measure is based on the quality of the place recognition
within the Reference Sequence. The correct path along which the robot is moving
should have the lowest uncertainty for the current observations. The uncertainty
of being at a single place in a Reference Sequence can be modelled using an
expression based on the uncertainty of the estimated probability distribution on the
places within each of the Reference Sequence. This uncertainty can be evaluated
using the appropriate expression to calculate the entropy of a random variable as
in (2), where X represents a random variable, kˆs |V obs in the context of a single
ˆ |V obs in the context of multiple view localisation.
view localisation and traj
s
H(X) =



P (x) log(P (x))

(2)
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In the case of single view place recognition, the distribution for P (k s |V obs , s)
provides the estimate of the robot position given the current view. An expression
based on the entropy of this variable is used as a proxy for the probability of the
robot being on the current Reference Sequence (3).

P (s) = S

1

s=1

×

Ks


P (s)

P (ks |V


1−

obs

1
log(Ks )

, s) log(P (ks |V

obs


, s)) .

(3)

ks =1

The above expression is based on the ’normalised entropy’ and has been used
to model the probability of being in a particular sequence, P (s), based on a single view. Such a measure gives an idea of how uncertain a place recognition is
within that Reference Sequence. The less uncertain a probabilistic distribution is
over a Reference Sequence, the higher the probability of that Reference Sequence
leading to better results for localisation. With the arrival of new sensor data, the
probability of being in one sequence should begin to improve to the detriment of
1
allows the comparthe other Reference Sequences. The normalising term log(K
s)
ison of trajectories of different lengths, where K s denotes the number of places in
s.

4. Merging Topological Paths
In the context of this article, at a coarser or ’higher’ level, the environment is
viewed as being composed of multiple paths. Each path in turn is made up of a
sequence of views. This representation is depicted in Fig. 5, by using the topological map described in. 19 The global topological map that we propose to build
from a merger of paths can be contrasted with the method described in, 19 where
the ’global’ topological map is constructed by abstracting out certain properties
of the ’global’ geometric map.
The merging of paths to represent an environment in the form of distinct sequences of views includes the identification and removal of overlapping segments
of the Reference Sequence from multiple paths.
The merging of topological maps is performed in a two-step procedure: 1)
finding tentative sections for path overlap and 2) Identifying real overlapping sections. This two-step process is described in the following sub-sections.
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Fig. 5: The global topological map can be viewed as a collection of multiple, nonoverlapping paths through the environment. This process of creating a topological
map by merging the topological representation along multiple paths can be contrasted with methods such as, 19 where the ’global’ topological map is constructed
by abstracting out the ’global’ geometric map.

4.1. Finding tentative sections for place recognition
An algorithm that measures view-similairty is used to identify individual instances
of such overlaps. The proposed method compares a pair of sequences with each
other such that a distance is calculated between each view in one sequence and
every view in a second sequence. The result is a similarity matrix that indicates
how similar a particular view is with each view inside the Reference Sequence.
An example of such a comparison is seen in Fig. 6 for two sequences taken along
Department of Electronics and Computer Engineering, DEEC, at the University of
Coimbra. Places that are very similar in this matrix are utilised to detect possible
overlaps between parts of the sequences. The overlap between the sequences is
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verified according to procedure described in the next sub section.

Seq B

May 6, 2008

Seq A
Fig. 6: View similarity matrices for a comparison between two paths. The similarity (lighter indicates greater similarity) between views is calculated using a
metric based on the number of features that the views have in common after having reduced the dimensionality of the feature space using the Bernoulli Mixture
Model.

4.2. Identifying Overlap in View Sequences
In the second step, a simple procedure, Algorithm 4.1, tests each of the hypothesis
for overlap that are provided by the previous step. The algorithm entails a nodeby-node alignment in the neighbourhood of the nodes which were deemed to be
similar from the view-similarity matrix. If the similar nodes are relatively close to
each other suggesting that the non-similar intermediate nodes results from sensor
noise, that part of the paths are considered to be overlapping.
A degree of robustness is imparted to the merging technique by searching for
a minimum amount of overlap between a pair of sequences around the location of
the potential cross-overs.
Without loss of generality, Fig. 8a shows the effect of matching a segment of
two Reference Sequences in for the experiment described in section 5.
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Algorithm 4.1 Merging Hypothesis For Topological Paths
Hnew = N U LL // the new sequence is completely separated
min
tnew // the minimum trajectory length for declaring overlap
Require: Vnew ≥min tb // the new sequence has min length
Tnew = Vnew // all new views are potential match
while (Tnew > 0) do
1
i ← Vnew
1+min tnew
j ← Vnew
if TEST(ti,j )) then
// test for no overlap
H ← tbi,j //no overlap, current trajectory in B is added to Hypothesis
1
1+min tnew
, . . . Vnew
from T b //current trajectory removed from
remove Vnew
further tests
else
// overlap confirmed
1
1+min tnew
, . . . Vnew
from T b //current trajectory removed from
remove Vnew
further tests
end if
end while
return H // the non-overlapped sequence is returned

(a) The Segway RMP
200.

(b) Sensor Platform consisting of
Camera 1 and Camera 2.

Fig. 7: The Segway Robotic Mobile Platform (RMP) and the sensor platform.
5. Experiments and Results.
In the above sections we have described a method that could be used to merge
overlapping sections of multiple paths and a procedure to localize along these
multiple paths.
Two data sequences were obtained by leading the robot, depicted in Fig. 7a,
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through two paths having some overlap. Each sequence consisted of 640x480 gray
scale images taken by the two cameras seen in Fig. 7b. Using the two-step procedure identified in section 4, the overlapping segment is identified in between
Places 16 and 32 in sequence #1 and Places 22 and 46 in sequence #2, see Fig.
8a.
Sequence #1

P

P 21

P0

P
17

16

P

P32

31

Sequence #2

P
15

P0

P 47

P

98

P 33

P 55

(a) Path #2, 98 views, is merged to path #1, 55 views.

Probability of current view
lying on each data Sequence
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(b) The figure plots the probability of the robot being
on each of the original paths #1 and #2.

Fig. 8: Experiment 1: Merged Topological graph and probability distribution.

For demonstration purposes, the overlapping segment is not removed from
either Reference Sequence and the robot is subsequently, driven along a portion of
path #1. The robot localises itself along each path and globally. The probability of
being on each of the original sequences is plotted and shown in Fig. 8b. While the
robot is on the overlapping region, either sequence is probable. Upon reaching the
place where the paths separate, the probability of the robot being on the incorrect
path rapidly reduces. This behaviour indicates why the overlapping segments must
be removed.
The robot maintains an estimate of its position in the topological map by comparing its current view with each trajectory in map: locating the robot in the global
map at the place that is most similar to the currently viewed data sequence.
To demonstrate the effect of the removal of overlapping segments, a second
experiment was carried out on the a longer environment consisting of a set of
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8 Reference Sequences, collected by driving the robot forwards and backwards
along 4 paths in the environment. The 4 paths cover a distance of approximately
300 meters and overlap to various extents. The plan view of the stretch of the
environment is seen in Fig. 9a. Sample images from six of the eight Reference
Sequences are shown in Fig. 10 for the Camera #1. The 8 paths are named thus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reference Sequence A Forward: moving forward along path A.
Reference Sequence A Reverse: Retracing in reverse along path A
Reference Sequence B Forward: moving forward along path B.
Reference Sequence B Reverse: Retracing in reverse along path B.
Reference Sequence C Forward: moving forward along path C.
Reference Sequence C Reverse: Retracing in reverse along path C.
Reference Sequence D Forward: moving forward along path D.
Reference Sequence D Reverse: Retracing in reverse along path D.

Seq A
Seq A_Reverse
Seq B
Seq B_Reverse
Seq C
Seq C_Reverse
Seq D
Seq D_Reverse

(a) Layout of the 6 Reference Sequences that were recorded on the fourth
floor of the DEEC Building.

Test Sequence

(b) Layout of the test path on the fourth floor of the DEEC building over
which localisation was performed.

Fig. 9: Experiment 2: Eight sequences with overlapping segments were gathered
from the environment, as shown at top. Subsequently, the robot was driven over
part of the region covered by the 8 Reference Sequences, as shown at bottom.
The procedure outlined in the previous sections are followed to merge the
Reference Sequences. The candidates for map-merging in the view similarity are
then verified for actual overlap according to the procedure outlined in section 4
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and the overlapping segments are removed from the longer Reference Sequence.
This is a simple criteria for the removal of overlapping sequences and was adopted
on account of its simplicity.
Subsequently, the robot is driven along part of the environment covered by
the 8 Reference Sequences. The path covered by the robot is shown in Fig. 9b.
Localisation was performed simultaneously along all 8 Reference Sequences with
the overlapping segments removed. The global position of the robot is obtained by
combining the probability P (s), of the Robot being along a Reference Sequence
s and the probability distribution P (k s |Vobs , s) over the views in that Reference
Sequence. The probability distribution P (s) is plotted in Fig. 11 over the entire
test path. The robot is positioned on the Reference Sequence with the greatest
value of P (s).
It can be seen in Fig. 11, that when the robot is travelling along the part of the
environment covered by Reference Sequences A Reverse, B Reverse, C Reverse,
the values of P (s) are quite stable and a single Reference Sequence is consistently
selected, leading to correct global localisation of the robot over the topological
map.
At other times, as can be seen in Fig. 11, there is a large variation in the
probability distribution P (s). This occurs partly because, even when there was
no overlap, some of the paths are quite similar to each other, for example in Reference Sequence A and B both cameras were facing regions of the environment
that were very similar and partly because at other places, very few features could
be extracted, for example in Reference Sequence C and D the sidewards facing
cameras were looking at a textureless wall.
6. Future work
This article presented a method that could be used to create topological representations of large environments by merging multiple topological paths. The results
are still preliminary but the method offers a powerful and, in our opinion, new
approach to the creation of topological maps. A targeted area of application is in
the mapping of large environments in which the robot can be taken on selective
tours through the environment, potentially speeding up the mapping process.
From the experiments described in the earlier section, such observations lead
us to believe that the merging of Topological maps will be dependable only at
those places where the views in the Reference Sequences are quite distinct, i.e.
wherever localisation is less uncertain.
We have also seen how the removal of the overlapping segments allows the
identification of those places where the localisation is successful and others where
it fails. The situations which result in similar values of the maximum P (s) for mul-

(d) Reference Sequence B Reverse

(f) Reference Sequence C Reverse

(c) Reference Sequence B Forward

(e) Reference Sequence C Forward

10:45
WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9in x 6in

Fig. 10: Experiment 2: Some of the Images from Camera #1 that are included in 6 of the 8 Reference Sequences captured prior
to merging.

(b) Reference Sequence A Reverse

(a) Reference Sequence A Forward
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Fig. 11: Experiment 2: The figure includes a plot of the variation in P (s) for each of the 8 Reference Sequences that make up
the merged map over the entire path taken by the robot during the localisation test.
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tiple Reference Sequences are an indication that the robot cannot localise itself.
It is important to emphasize what the ’merging’ of maps does not do. Since the
view sequences are devoid of spatial or geometric information, it is not possible to
build up the global map of the environment where the environment paths intersect
at the overlap in the environment. Therefore, it will not be normally possible to
arrange the paths within a larger graph and to represent individual sequences with
relation to each other.
Instead, the method that is proposed in this article seeks to create a consistent
means of keeping the robot localised within the set of paths, according to the
method described in section 3.
Future work is under way to allow the intervention of a user to improve/correct
the process of creation of the topological map. User intervention could be directed
to correct adjacency relationships on different sequences and to reduce the search
space for overlapping segments during the creation of the topological map.
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